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BREAKING NEWS!

TONI BREAKS FINGER

SPANISH NATIONAL CONTACT ABUSED BY PIGEON & HEAVILY INJURED BY BOTTLE

PARAPLU TODAY
DUTCH HUMOR - Is it
funny? ﬁnd out@page4!

Breaking
News 2
BROKEN TAPE

RECORDER STOLEN
Only one night of the easa
2004 did it take before the
ﬁrst car had been broken
into. The left side window
had been broken and the
car radio had been taken.
This was the sad sight that
slovenien participant Jera
saw when she went to her
car today. The only comment that the french easa
security organizer had on
the situation was “welcome
to Roubaix”. CONTINUED
AT PAGE 2

DELI CORNER
TODAYS BAGUETTE;
nice taste but... we need
more than t pieces of
cheese to be convinced
that it was a real meal!
Well at least it was
unexpectable big, so we
are satisﬁed! Size really
maters! And who ate the
last melon?

ROUBAIX, by one of our reporters
Last night football match PARAPLU reporters
have wittnesed the ﬁrst EASA injury.
Subject was Toni, NC
from Spain who broke
his ﬁnger during a daring
attempt to defend his goal
with his life, against a raging drunk crowd.
The only problem was, he
used his hand for this purpose, not giving thought
to the consequnces, with
only his team on his mind.
PARAPLU researchers will conduct further
investigation to keep our
readers informed.
We found the hero laying
down in hospital in Lille

where he decided to some
moments with us for some
more
insight in this tragic
event...
U: Can you tell us how did
it happen?
T: I can’t recall
U: How do you feel after
this enormous incident?
T: Ok
U: Do you always sacriﬁe
yourself this much when
playing football?
T: Yes
U: Is it true that you are

INTERVIEW CONTINUED AT PAGE 2

EASA WEATHER!
26º
13º

Tomorrow´s weather will
proof to be a considerable
improvement on today´s.
Sun cream will
proof to be lifesaving, and
wearing a hat a must.
Watch out for sunstroked
birds falling from the sky.
DRINK ADVICE: ANYTHING COLD AND LIQUID

PARANORMAL?
YESTERDAY’S EASA
EXPERIENCE
It’s the guy from last night...
had a performance wondering
if he’s gay or bragging how
many tasty people he kissed...
Let’s have some more ;-))))
And the karaoke, shouldn’t
the booze be cheaper, so
archi-people might sing along.
But later as the music started

CAR THIEVES
A JOKE
(continued from page 1)

Only thing stolen from the
car was an old car radio
with a taperecorder that
didn’t even work anymore.
How happy the thieves
must have been after comming home with there
big “scoop” of the night.
Luckily the car was insured
and the damage of the car

should be repaired and paid
for before the returntrip
from easa.
Rumours say that also
another car has been visited
by car thieves. It was the
car of german NC Jost. But
the thieves did not have
any luck with this car and
had not gotten into it. So
be careful out there all car
owners. And remember to
ask the organizers about the
50 safe carpark places that
they say they will get for
the participants soon.

Paraplu™ Conversation Starter®
1. WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
Don’t have any friends yet? Try
the PARAPLU™ Conversation
Starter®!
It is easy: ﬁnd someone who
does not look scary to you and
point at the map below, mum-

bling something like “Where do
you come from?” If this person
answers, he is yours ﬁrst new
EASA friend!
! Tip: Excersice this ﬁrst with
your fellow countrymen!

and the karaoke stopped, was
it a dance we saw? Didn’t it
last too long for us primary
school kids? Then checking
the ILOVERBX pack,
organizers shouldn’t have
spared on those ear plugs,
cause haven’t you experienced
the chicken noise in the morning... And we like the food.
And the cook babe.

DANGEROUS MEETING
IVONA AND TONI (AGAIN!) UNDER ATTACK

Yesterday a gathering of
NCs took place. Anonymous sources within the
NC community tell us...
that the meeting was pretty
uneventful, not to say boring,
all the talk being just about
workshops. But then, to add a
little ﬂavour to the event, two
individuals from the lower
part of the food-chain decided to take action. In that
very instant the Croatian and
Spanish NCs (Ivona & Toni)
got struck by an unknown
amount of pigeon excrement.
Although this might have
caused eruptions of laughter,
it seems that the incident went
fairly unnoticed. Obviously,
pigeons don’t like tresspassers, so if you, walking
carelessly around EASA, ﬁnd
yourself in a space with
multi-coloured bricks around
- stay low, its pigeon territory.

TONI BREAKS FINGER
INTERVIEW CONTINUING FROM PAGE 1
going to be the new Raul?
T: Who?
U: The striker of Real
Madrid?
T: No
U: Why?
T: Because
U: Thank you for your
time
Toni seemed a bit tired
and for the sake of Toni´s
recovery, the Paraplu
reporters decided to leave
Toni in peace.
The editors wish Toni
more fortunate EASAnight in the future and can
only praise this heroic act
of selfdenial...

TODAY’S FREE PHILOSOPHY
IF YOU DON’T
UNDERSTAND IT...
CELEBRATE IT !

EASA HITTING OFF!

New arrivals pour in
continously to make up
a stunning total of 354
architecturestudents
this year. (last count:
yesterday night) Still 50
students are missing, so

French organisation might
tip over some scaffolding
to look for hidden participants. So if you notice any
suspicious human movements, check the tags and
if necessary: report to
Jebrôme. Participants of no
less than 41 countries have
been welcomed, ranging
from Iceland to Oekrain.
Actually, Oekrian has been
a ‘lost country’ for several
years now, but has made its
comeback, together with
Russia and Czech Republic. Happy as we are with
the new ...., we’re sad to
lose Slovakia and Portugal
(unconﬁrmed sources mentioned a relationship with

the loss of the eurocup and
a resulting hangover) Even
exotic representatives
from Central America
can be found: students
from Nicaragua, Panama,
San Salvador, Equador.
Bertrand and Agnes were
assigned to the honourable
task of identifying all incoming Easians. Some annoyence has been reported,
cueing up for a tag, after
(some) having travelled
half the globe, but eventually all nuisances disappeared. French logistics
provide a daily 500
baquettes, a container full
with fromage and truckloads of vin rouge
to keep the EASAbellies
satisﬁed.

DAILY EASA FASHION ANALYSIS

A NEW BEGINNING?

trend to try
When Madonna released
her song Vogue with her
famous strike the pose,
she must had had some
EASA experience. Or is
this just the coincidence?
There are, of course, many
easa fashion issues to be
worried about. Every year
this pan-european gathering brings different fashion
challenges. To be noticed,
to show your cultural back-

ground or even to show how
much work you have recently
done - amount of dirt. Some
even reﬂect identity crisis,
based on a rough childhood or
hard political and economical
status. It’s Europe that has it
all. Where do you ﬁt?

Even though Europe is still
very often seen as an abstract,
technocratic, over-regulated
and not understandable ghosts
that ﬂoats above us, young architects decided to make their
own statement by not wearing
BLACK anymore. This year’s
easa catwalk is inspired by
colours and patterns, different
textile structure and experimental fabrics.
From basic friendly used cotton to aggressive polyester.
Even more, if you’ll have
a closer look, you’ll notice
that some gather in smaller
thematic groups.
Such as: mechanics (left-overs
from Sunday´s Hockenheim F1 race), soldiers from
Vietnam (European)...they
even started the cloning process... Acting sustainable and
ecological, as a result of last
year theme, some might even
appear nude with some plants
hiding the IT. This would
show their awareness of the
easa importance.
So watch out, making a new
statement with your image
could affect easa society and
theme.
In many young politicians
started a campaign “Give
Europe a Face”. They wanted
to achieve Europe would
become more catchy and
visible. Their statement was
that Europe is more than an
anonymous decision making
power. Our movement went
even further. Why? To deliver
the basic answer: there is no
need to write long analysis,
though.
Just get the look!
The eye

HELP THE PARAPLU FORCES!
Any news? Something which should be written ?
Let us know, inform us or send in an article.

WORLD
NEWS

in french!

EN FRANCAIS!
Des paroles en Francais - Paraplu Language Courses!

NEWS FROM THE
WORLD OUTSIDE EASA une verre du

How the French
stay slim

The French may eat a lot of
cheese, but most manage
to stay slim. As Britain and
other countries in Europe
worry about ever-growing levels of obesity
among adults and children,
could we learn something
from our neighbours, the
French? French cuisine
is made up of very small
portion sizes, so even if we
serve you seven courses,
you won’t feel bloated

France cancels
ﬁrst gay wedding

The issue has ignited a
ﬁerce debate in France
France’s ﬁrst gay marriage,
which was conducted last
month by a local mayor,
has been annulled by a
court. The tribunal in
Bordeaux declared the marriage of Stephane Chapin
and Bertrand Charpentier “null and void”. The
mayor, Noel Mamere of the
Green Party, was suspended for a month after defying government warnings
that he would be breaking
the law when he wed the
two men in the town of
Begles.

une bouteille
du vin

un cafe

vin

des croissants

IN DEPTH
INTERVIEW

TODAY’S STARS:
Dunja, SCG
Eoin, IR
P: What is a sexy animal
for you?
D: Zebra.
E: I’m from Ireland, so I
say sheep.

des fromages

le stokbrood

good morning
good afternoon
good evening
good night

bonjour
bon après- midi
bon soir
bonne nuit

my name is Jerome
what’s your name?

je m’appelle Jerome
comment tu t’appelles?

shall we have a drink together?

on va boire quelque chose ensemble?

yes
no
maybe

oui
non
peut-être

Armstrong Wins Castro Blasts
6th Consecutive Bush On Sex
Tour de France Charges
American Lance Armstrong Sunday pulled off
a record sixth Tour de
France victory after three
weeks and 3,500km of
racing. The US Portal team
leader crossed the line at
the back of a split bunch of
147 riders left in the Tour
at the end of the 163- km
20th and last stage from
Montereau to Paris won by
Belgian Tom Boonen.

Mr. Bush told his audience
the Cuban leader “bragged”
about the sex tourism
industry. Quoting Castro,
President Bush said, “Cuba
has the cleanest and most
educated prostitutes in the
world.”

P: Did you use your
condom?
D: Yes.... NO!
E: No. Unfortunately.
P: Which nation has the
most beautiful participants?
D: Denmark.
E: Spain.
P: Which city you didn’t
visit before coming here?
D: Tokyo.
E: Beijing.
P: How do you say
pigeon in your own language?
D: Golub.
E: Ean ait.
P: Say three french
words with an english
accent.
D: Si tu imagine. Du rien.
E: Pommes de terre.

Jebrome: “Je suis un happy man”

